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1. IHTBODUCTION 

TORE SUPRA is a Tokamak presently under construction in France inside 
the EURATOM-CEA Association. It is designed as a useful complement to JET with the 
aim of preparing for the next phase of the European Fusion Programme. 

Among other objectives, which have been described in previous reports 
(EUE-CEA-FC-1021 and 1068), an important contribution of Tore Supra should be 
brought for the construction and operation of a Tbkamak with superconducting coils 
and their cryogenic cooling. In this respect, the Tokamak requirements put such 
difficult constraints that somewhat new technical solutions have to be envisaged ; 
for the Tore Supra coils, HbTi has been retained as the basic superconducting 
material, being the only one well developped and commercially available ; but its 
capabilities for its use in a Tokamak have been largely improved by cooling it with 
3uperfluid helium at 1.8 K and 1 atm. This new technological solution has not 
already been used in very similar conditions, even if its principles of operation 
are experimentally well founded. This calls for a set of significant qualifying 
tests. 

Some of these tests are basic, and thus present a very general interest : 
their results not only assess the conceptual choices involved in the design of 
Tore Supra, but moreover can be applied to new areas of superconductor use. Other 
tests are more specific of the design, among them the manufacture and test of a 
model coil (of reduced scale) and fabrication and operation of a new test stand 
(9T-1.8 K - 6 MJ). 

Euratom preferential support and a financial participation from the 
French DGEET were given for this test programme by the end of 1977. Work was 
undertaken inside the EURATOM-CEA Association with the benefit of the collaboration 
with two other CEA-Divisions, sited one in Saolay/STIPE and one in Grenoble/SBT, 
which have been for long experienced in superconductivity applications and in 
cryogenic systems respectively. 

At the end of a three years programme, which on the average 30 people have 
been involved with on almost full time basis, the available results show convin
cingly that the conceptual choices were sound and that industry can provide the 
necessary components ; the construction phase of Tore Supra can thus start with 
confidence. 
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In the following, we will review the development work and test programme, 

and summarize its main objectives and conclusions. This vill shortly concern first 
the more conventional parts of the Tokamak - vacuum vessel technology and high 
power circuit breaker for the poloidal field systea - to be folloved by a large 
amount of work about the superconducting coils. 
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2 - Vacuum vessel technology 

One twelfth of a toroidal vacuum chamber has been manufactured as a full 
size model ; it consists in rigid wedged sectors, joined together by bellows. 
The rigid sectors (which incorporate ports) are built with two metal sheets, linked 
together by a sheet lattice : this kind of structure has a high bending stiffness, 
and minimizes electrical conductivity, and thus electromagnetic forces associated 
with poloidal currents induced by time varying magnetic fields ; compared to a thick 
wall vessel, its total weight is decreased by a large factor (3 to 5) for the same 
tensile stress in the metal. Thorough testing of this module (control of deformation 
and stresses, baking to 500°C, thermal cycling, pumping to 5.10~ torr) has been 
achieved and reported in (1) : it completely qualifies this new technology ; manu
facturing processes and quality control are at band. 

(1) C. Deck, P. Deschamps, Z. Sledziewski, A. Torossian 
A new technology applied to a vacuum chamber module of Torus II, 
10th SOFT - Padova (1978). 

3 - Poloidal field system breaker 

a) general description 

During: the Sesign of the poloidal field system of TORE SUPRA, the choice 
of an inductive storage (~ Uo MJ) leads to search for the best solution of a DC 
breaker. 

The maximum available voltage per turn was fixed at 100 V/turn, suitable 
for an initial plasma current rise of about 10 A/s. 

Thus the rating of the DC breaker had to be 20 kV (and 5*» kA). 

Three main types of circuit breaker, suitable for high repetition rate 
operation have been considered up to now : mechanical, vacuum or static breakers. 

It is generally recognized that the thyristor circuit breaker has a large 
advantage in reducing the maintenance and that it will be the retained solution 
in the future when availability will become the strongest requirement. However its 
price is usually thought higher than the other ones. 
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Simplified circuit diagram for the poloidal field system 

Fig. 3.1 
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A comparative study of DC breaker systems led to the choice of a solid 
state parallel system. The cost reduction of the thyristor valve is obtained by 
shortening as much as possible the current conduction time of the valve, which 
can be achieved by means of a parallel setting (see Fig. 3.1').The cost of such a 
type of valve does not exceed appreciably the cost of a store conventional type 
(mechanical or vacuum switch). For an..increase of less than 1 % of the total cost 
of the poloidal field system, the maintenance cost will be as reduced as possible. 

As the fast thyristors needed for the valve are becoming larger and 
larger, the total core could bs even more reduced. 

The thyristor valve T placed in parallel to 6 will start to conduct 
after the current has reached the chosen value (IG - 54 kA) inside the pcloidal 
field coils due to the main generator G . At that time G is driven into the in
verter mode and T is ignited. 

After the fast transfer of the current (jj 2 ms) from G to T the pro
tection switch IM, isolating G from the high voltage generated by the operation 
of the breaker, is opened and the second protection switch CEL is closed, putting 
the condenser bank C. into the circuit. 

Then C. is fired, driving the current to 0 in T with a dl /dt 
(-120 A/us) controlled by the selfVônductance L,. The condenser C, then maintains a 
blocking voltage across T during about 120 us, compatible with * two times the 
restoring time of the thyristors. As the condenser voltage reverses, the current 
is progressively transferred into the resistor R- producing 20 kV across the 
poloidal field coils connections. 

The generator G rated for I,4 kV will never be submitted to the high 
voltage provided that the condenser bank C, is maintained out of circuit ; this 
is obtained by the procedure of opening IM and closing CR, subsequently as des
cribed above. The time during which the current flows into the thyristor valve 
is given by adding the complete opening time of IM and the closing time of CR.. Using 
the fastest electromechanical switches this time will not exceed 25 msec, permitting 
the use of an overcurrent in the thyristor of about 4 to 5 times Che nominal value. 



THYRISTOR BREAKER TEST STAND 

FIG. 3.2 
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b) Model and tests 

A teat model at full size in voltr.ge and about 1/10 in current was cons
tructed and tested [1 ] (Fig.3-2). This model is working under the final (4500 A) 
conditions as the current per thyristor is the full current foreseen for the com
plete breaker (54 kA). Tests of reverse voltage distribution during turn-off time 
(dispersion ^ 20 X), and turn-off without saturable inductance protection 
(dl /dt » - 27 A/us ; recovery time - 40 us) were completely satisfactory. 

So as to teat all the characteristics simultaneously, a synthetic cir
cuit has been prepared (Fig \3), modelling <±i Tore Supra poloidal field circuit. 
The electro-mechanical switches are alread dimensioned for the final circuit of 
Tore Supra (Table III). The command and concrol system using a micro processor is 
also a modal for the final control system, especially for the fault conditions(2). 

G : Thyristor rectifier 527 V D (, - 4500 A 
1.2 s pulse each 4 min. 

T : Thyristor circuit breaker (CGEE-ALSTHOM) 4500 A x 40 ma 
working voltage 27 kV 
nominal voltage 50 kV 

TH : Mechanical switch (1) 44 kA ; Is 
total opening time 12 ms 
Voltage (open) 33 k.7 
or Mechanical switch (2) 75 UA j ] s 
total opening time 12 ms 
Voltage (open) 45 k.7 

CR. CR-Q : Mechanical fast make switches (3) 50 kA ; : s 
closing time 10 ms 
Voltage open 'n. kV 

C. : Capacitor adjustable up to 48 yF step *« 2 yF 
36 kV 

L, : Inductance adjustable up to 1500 pv step "V 50 pH 
30 kV 

R, : Resistor 6 * 9 -t 
30 kV 
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L : Inductance P 
R : Internal rusistor of L P P 

TABLE III : DC breaker test circuit 

(1) AEG, CA 736 , (2) Driescher SAS 3/40 , (."•> Driascher SZ1 

A first series of tests allowed us to reach the following results (11. 
Miriam interrupted current 3.9 tcA with a préchargea condenser C. -

30 u*. 23 kV;L( - 720 uH;dI0/<le - 17.5 A/us at turn-off i t r - 125 us i max. 
blocking voltage 5 IcV ; reverse voltage 23.4 kV. The test will continue after a 
change in the load L of the test circuit. P 

The tests have shown that the use of a DC chyrr'stor breaker in parallel 
to the aain generator to reduce the cost of the valve by limiting ta./v.30 ma the 
conduction tiae is feasible. The first series of testa has reached values close Co 
the mari lia figures of the valve. 

Références 
CD B. Barejrt, C. Leloup, E. Rijnoudt, 11 th Symposium on Fusion Technology, 

Oxford (I960). 
(2} A. Bouron, L. Canbien, H. Charet, Y. Toaolini, Note interne 1209 (1980). DBFC/SCP 

22 m* 
30 kV 
100 a!2 
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4 - Basic qualifying test for superconducting coils 

A - Heat transfer to superfluid helium 

A - 1 Introduction 

The usefulness of unsaturated superfluid helium as a coolant for supercon
ducting magnets has been assessed according to a scheme which classifies the specific 
requirements of this technology. 

In order that: superconducting windings are maintained at their working 
temperature, permanent heat loads, e.g. the fixed losses of the associated cryostat 
or the Joule heating in conductor joints, have to be accomodated by steady state 
heat transport. This performance is considered the basic property to be studied. 

In addition, the occurence of rapidlj varying delocalised losses throughout 
the coil system necessitates the investigation of transient heat transfert on the 
scale of a unit conductor element and its associated fluid. 

Finally the effect of intense thermal spikes arising accidentally in 
weak points of the winding structure has to be investigated in a study of the 
transient behaviour of fluid contained in locally pulse-heated cooling channels. 

Transfer of heat between a solid and helium II occurs in two distinct 
stages which can be considered separately. First, a thermal barrier, the so-called 
Kapitaa boundary resistance,originates at the solid-fluid interface. It governs 
the temperature drop of the transfer process. Second, the flow of heat in the 
bulk fluid is controlled by a conduction mechanism peculiar to He II which proceeds 
without any net mass motion. This mechanism sets the limits to the propagation and 
absorption of the-jml energy in He II. 

We will successively review the results obtained on steady state conduc
tion, Kapitaa resistance,transient, effects. 

A - 2 Steady state heat transport 

A systematic investigation of steady state beat transport in non 
saturated He II at 1 bar has been carried out on a- great variety of channel 
geometries. Details on.this work may be found in the original papers (1,2.). 
9 test channels were actually used covering a range of 0.2 to 5 mm in diameter 
and of 1 to 100 cm in length. 
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Fig.AI : Heat flux carried along a channel filled 
with He II at atmospheric pressure. 
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Fig. A-l presents the result in a format convenient for practical purposes 
(2). The graphs W ( Te, T) on the diagram are plotted for six distinct values of 

2 the cold end temperature, Tc. They are related to the heat flux qinW/cm (unit 
cross sectional area of channel) carried along a channel of length L in cm, with 
its ends held at Tc and T, respectively 

W ( Tc,T) - q. L 1 / 3 ' 4
 ( ) ) 

Relation (1) links together four parameters, Tc, T, q and L. It is straight 
forward to determine one of them when«v«r three others are known. From inspection 
of Fig.Art, it follows immediately that for a given L and Tc an upper bound to q, 
the so-called limiting heat flux is reached when T reaches the lambda temperature. 
The limiting heat flux in a 10 m long channel, cold end at 1.8 K, would, for 2 example, be 0.72 W/cm . We have actually verified the validity of relation (1) for 
channel lengths of this order by successive temperature profile measurements. 

A - 3 Kapitsa boundary resistance 

The temperature drop brought about by the flow of heat in the solid-He II 
boundary is called the Kapitza resistance. The phenomenonhas been extensively 
investigated, mostly for the sake of fundamental understanding. Our main interest 
concerns copper since it is the most frequently used matrix material in technological 
superconductors. For two reasons it appeared unsatisfactory to apply directly the 
published results to our design situation : First, because sizeable differences 
have been reported for samples of appearantly the same copper (3) and second, 
because very few measurements (4) exist for large values of heat flux. 

He have carried out a special series of measurements aimed at the production 
of results directly applicable to our particular needs. 

Two types of copper with initial HSR values of about 50 and 80 respecti
vely were selected for the preparation of samples. After completion of all machining 
operations, the samples with the higher KRR value were annealed and chemically 
cleaned. They eventually presented an RRR value of 286. Samples of each copper 
type were given an empirical surface treatment which consisted in mechanical brushing 
(Scotch-Brite ), followed by a moderate "baking" at 120°C in the presence of poly-
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merising resin. All samples had the same size : A cylindrical rod with a cross-
2 

sectional area of 1 CD and a length of 4 cm. They were mounted in a vacuum can 
immersed into the bach of a cryostat so that He II could wet the front face (see 
insert of Fig.A-2).An electrical heat»rjfixed near the back face, was used to 
establish uniform axial heat flux. Two carbon resistors, conveniently attached to 
each sample, were used to determine the copper temperature at the solid-fluid 
boundary by an extrapolation procedure assuming the thermal conductivity to be 
a line»rly increasing function of temperature. Owing to the limited refrigeration 
power available in our cryostat, a constant He II bath temperature could only be 
maintained for a few seconds when heat fluxes above 1 watt were applied. The carbon 
resistor temperature response was observed with a transient recorder to make sure 
that full tnermal equilibrium was achieved for measurement». 

The diagram of Fig.A-2 shows the results for the four sample types described 
above. Surface temperature T is plotted versus beat flux density. Measurements were 
carried out at bath températures T_ « 1.6 K and 2.0 K in non saturated He II at 
I bar. Sesults are presented for T_ - 1.6 K. At higher bath temperatures toe- results 
are essentially thf same. At very small heat flux values surface temperature is 
shifftd according to the variaton of bath temperature. As heat flux increases above 

2 1 watt/cm tbe shift vanishes. 

Each curve • represents the mean value of three samples prepared in the 
2 + 2 

same way. Temperature deviations of + 0.25 F. at 2 w/cm and - 0.75 K at 8 a/cm 
from these mean-values were observed. In addition temperature values for the same 
sample were found to have shifted to somewhat lower values(0.5 K at 8 w/cm ) when 
measurements were repeated after a period of several weeks. The magnitude of these 
fluctuations appears to be of the same order as that brought about: by the particular 
conditions of samplesaelected here (copper quality and surface treatment). 

It has been generally admitted in littérature that the lack of reproduc
ibility is inherent to the phenomenon of Kapitza boundary resistance. There is 
strong evidence that these effects are caused by small variations in the surface 
condition which are very difficult to control (7). 

In conclusion to this chapter, we may recommend areasoi.abiv realistic 
relation for the purpose of design situations dealing with technological copper of 
the type investigated here. 
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Fig. A-2 : Kapicza boundary resistance measurements. Various copper 
types in He II at I ata and I.6 K. 
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q = U.86.10* 2 ( T . 2 - 8 - T 2 - 8 ) W/em 2 

s o 

The expression appears as a lover bound to the mean values of the 
experimental results (Fig.A-2).For comparison a similar expression marking the upper 
bound is also graphically presented. 

A - k transient heat transfer 

a) The liait of heat absorption in the Kacitza regime : 

If a beating power in excess of the «veady state limiting heat current 
density is suddenly applied to a ne II cooling channel,onset of burnout vill not occur 
immediately but vill be subject to a certain delay. We determined by experiment the 
time between release of the pulse and onset of thermal runaway at the he&ted surface. 
Our test sections ranged from closed cells containing fluid layers with thickness of 
some millimeters to open cells with length of some centimeters connected to a He II 
bath at constant temperature. More detailed descriptions of this work may be found in 
the original papers (5, 8, 9). 

Besides the experimental studies we have worked out a theoretical model 
of one-dimensional heat propagation in He II . It is based on the assumption that the 
high heat fluxes considered here immediately establish a state of He II vhich inhibits 
heat transport by second sound and only allows heat diffusion by local temperature 
gradients. The non-linear Oorter-Mellink heat conductor equation and the classical 
energy conservation lav,together with appropriate boundary conditions,form the mathe
matical basis of our model. A specially written computer programme solves the system 
numerically. 
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Fig. A-3 : Fraction of enthalpy used during 
transient heat transfer. 

Fxg>' A»3 shows results of experiment and calculation. The ratio between 
actually transferred heat and enthalpy increase of He II,that would result from 
isothermal rise between initial temperature and T,,is plotted on the ordinate. 

1/3 1» The abcissa is divided into units of qd q being the heat flux per unit area 
of fluid section and d the linear extension of the test specimen. Results with our 
extended test cells have been given a correction which roughly acco-ict; for the two-
dimensional geometry of the heat inlet. We also have included results obtained by 
S.W. VJX Sciver on a very long tube (6). Our model is shown by the full lines and 
appears to describe the experiments in a satisfactory manner. 

b) Recovery from burnout 

If the limiting conditions of heat transfer to He II discussed in the 
preceding section are exceeded.burnout will ensue. Generally this transfer regime 
is undesirable in magnet technology. We will present here practical results on the 
time dependent recovery from it (5, 8, 9). 
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Our experimental study «as carried out on 9 cm long tubes open at both 
ends to a He II bath and equipped with a central heater element. Experiments vere 
performed in applying first a constant amplitude heat pulse to the heater which 
initiated a considerable thermal runaway at the heated surface (10-20 X, typically). 
Immediately after the pulse a reduced heater power «as turned on ("postheating") Which 
simulated Joule-heating within a short length of superconductor that has been driven 
normal. The principal finding «as that even if post-heating exceeded the steady 
state peak flux, recovery from film boiling could take place, although only for a 
limited duration. Stabilization of superconductors may «ell benefit, however, from 
this temporarily restored normal Kapitza transfer regime. 

Records of typical temperature response traces are shown on top of Fig.A-U. 
We will comment here only on trace b. It represents a limiting situation in that it 
barely recovers Kapitza regime after the initial thers-'il spike. The conditions leading 
to the limiting situation were systematically explored and are plotted in the diagram 
of Fig. k. Initial pulseenergy is presented versus admissible postheating level for 
several bath temperatures of He II and for boilitg He I. As our test sections were 
stricly symmetric all results quoted here refer 'vO one sub-section of just half the 
total length. 

We called burnout time the time elapsed from onset of burnout until return 
to normal He II heat transfer in Kapitza regime. In a very recent analysis (9) we 
proposed to relate this burnout time to transient heat transport in the He II channel 
of the test specimen. We assumed that during burnout a thin layer of normal helium 
had formed at the heater-fluid interface. It was supposed to have a negligible thick
ness compared to the channel length and to affect heat transport in He II only by the 
presence of a constant temperature condition, T » ̂ x» a t th-e hot end of channel. 
Time dependent recovery «as then vieved at as resulting from the balance between heat 
generated by initial pulse plus postheating and heat removed by the He II channel 
held at T, at its hot end. A fairly good overall agreement between this model and 
experiment could be obtained. It is reminded that no adjustable parameter has entered 
the calculations. 

A - 5 Conclusion 

We have successively reviewed various aspects of heat transfer to He II. 
Owing to a peculiar conduction mechanism, steady state heat transport in single phase 
He II is possible over considerable distances. This may simplify the design of large 
installations. 
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Fig. A-U Transient recovery of Kapitza regime 
after an excursion to film boiling. 
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Transient beat transfer vas shown to depend on two phenomena : 

. First, the Kapitza boundary resistance, which remains a somewhat 
uncertain parameter. A reasonably realistic empirical law would, for instance, 

o predict a surface temperature of about 3 K for a beat flux density of 1 W/cra 
(order of magnitude for field variation losses in TORE SUPRA. 

. Second, the limiting beat absorption of the fluid. In practive nearly 
the whole enthalpy rise, corresponding to heating from initial temperature to 
lambda temperature, is available in fluid layers of a few millimeters exposed to 
heat flux densities up to 3 - U w/cm , The depth of cooling channels in super
conducting magnets can thun be adapted to the prevailing requirements. 

Ve have eventually shown that transient recovery after excursion to film 
boiling can be obtained in cooling channels under postheating loads exceeding 
the steady state limit. This opens superior possibilities to superconductor stabi
lization compared to He I bath cooling. 

On the whole ve think that these results strongly recommend the use of 
non saturated He II as coolant in high performance superconducting magnets. 
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B - Stability of a superconducting winding against a thermal disturbance : 

Conditions for recovery with différent cooling methods. 

If energy (due to friction, strain relax.) is suddenly released in a small 

region, the conductor will become locally normal if the critical temperature is 

exceeded.Then the current flows into the copper, producing Joule heating. Magnet 

reliability requirements demand that the whole length of conductor does not 

quench under normal conditions. The cooling must thus prevent the propagation o° 

the normal zone and recovery to the superconducting state must occur. 

The mi,in goal of the stability test performed vas to get experimental 

evidence of dependability of the choices regarding the conductor and the cooling. 

Recovery after a transition to normal state induced by a ranid local energy release 
5 -3 

up to JO Jm over ' Œ -5 îronduc^'"- -*c rcqui-"d 

B - 1 Experimental arrangement 

Experiments have been performed on a series of coils oooled by unsaturated 

superfluid helium. The cooling channels geometry is as close as possible to that 

proposed for TORE SUPRA (see figure 6-1). 

Fig. B-1 : Test coil 1 » 7, 10 or 14 mm e = 0.9 orl.ftmn 
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Small heaters, located between the spacers and the conductor, deposit a known 
quantity of energy into the sample. The coil is placed in a set of resistive 
Bitter-type coils, giving a field of 12.5 T, parallel to the test coil axis, and 
made available by the Service National des Champs Intenses - Grenoble. 
Characteristics of the tested components, experimental procedure, and detailed 
results are given elsewhere (l). 

B - 2 Experimental results and model calculations 

When a local heat pulse was generated a normal zone appeared in the 
heated conductor section. The corresponding voltage was measured as a function of 
time. The effect of various parameters was studied : transport current, external 
lield, energy of initial heat pulse, width ?ad depth of helium channels and size 
of spacers. Depending on the balance between Joule heating by the transport current 
and cooling by the local helium and by conduction,three types of behaviour occured : 
The normal zone grew (propagation), decayed (recovery) or evolved towards a statio
nary equilibrium (steady normal zone). Stability is of course only secured if the 
initial normal zone decays. The conditions of recovery have therefore been summa
rized here in the form of graphs showing the recovery current versus external 
magnetic'field for different heat pulses. 

Fig. B-2 shows recovery currents at 1.8 K for heat pulses varying between 
1 and 1000 mj, and Fig. B-3 recovery currents for a constant 1000 mJ energy, 
different cooling conditions and different spacer widths. These results are obtained 
on a 3.6 x 1.8 mm conductor with a copper matrix (Cu/HbTi = 1.6). 

Several interesting features are evident in these figures : 

a) At 1.8 K and for fields greater than 10.5 T (e = 0.9 mm) or 8 T 
(e = 1.8 mm), a limit to the recovery current is already reached at 10 mJ. In this 
region, the values of the recovery current correspond to heat transport smaller 
than possible through the built-in channels (however they control recovery currents 
for smaller fields as we see when the channel thickness e is doubled). A limitation 
comes from temperature gradients which may appear : 

. at the solid-fluid interface because of Kapitza resistance 

. inside the conductor itself because of the spacers. 
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b) In spite of this limitation, for local disturbances (normal zones 
smaller than one turn) superfluid helium is considerably more efficient in coaling 
than normal helium : 

. It allows NbTi superconductors to carry significant currents in fields 
01 11 and even 12 T. 

. The current capability can be more than doubled for fields less than 
10 T. This benefit is due in part to an increased critical current at 1.8 K, but 
especially to the considerably higher beat transfer at 1.8 K. 

Pig. B-U shows recovery currents at 1.8 K for the designed conductor 
(Cu * CutTi matrix). For this particular geometry, the acceptable energy is about 
1000 mJ when the conductor current is lUOO A in a field of 9 T. Note that this 
geometry is more severe than that proposed for Tore Supra : the cooling 
channels cover SO % of the two wide edges of the conductor instead of 75 %. 

As previously stated steady normal zones have been observed to occur 
in intermediate situations between recovery and propagation. The phenomenon has 
been analysed to some detail by means of model calculations. Simplified analytical 
theories showed how locally uncooled conductor regions can give rise to normal 
zones in states of unstable and stable equilibria (2, 3). It was also attempted 
to solve numerically the heat equations of a channel-cooled superconductor. 

One approach consisted in a systematic search of all possible solutions 
of the time independent problem (4). As transient effect were excluded from this 
model,it was beyond its scope to predict any direct relation between initial heat 
pulse and final state of the conductor. The model could be used, however, to calcu
late domain boundaries in the I-B plane for the possible existence of steady normal 
zones. 

As an example Fig. B-5 pr'sents the results obtained with the Tore Supra 
conductors which are referred to -s "sample 2" and "sample 3" here (cf. Fig.B-U). 
Heat pulses with energies 100 mJ and 2500 mJ applied to the "sample 3" conductor 
induced steady normal zones within a well defined range of transport currents 
which appears as a gap between recovery current and propagating current in Fig.B-5. 
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the grey areas indicate where the model allowed normal zones to exist in states 
of stable equilibrium. Similar results have been obtained vith "sample 2" conductor, 
but only the lower limit in transport current for the occurence of steady normal 
zones was recorded. It appears as recovery current in Fig.B-5 and should be compared 
to the corresponding calculated curve. 

7 • » 10 
•MMiCTIC FICLO 

Fig. B7-? : Steady normal zones. Experimental curves, (dashed or dotted lines) 
are identical to those sf. Fig.B-U excepted that the propagation 
currents for "sample 3" have been added. Grey areas and full 
lines indicate the results of the model calculation. 

Agreement between experiment and this model was estimated to be satis
factory in that it confirmed the fundamental validity and the riyit order of 
magnitude of all terms in the heat equation used. 

A second numerical model provided solutions of the full time-dependent 
heat equation of the conductor. Transient heat transfer to He II was taken into 
account by an approximation which enhanced the steady state characteristics. 
But the actual amount of transferable energy was still underestimated by a factor 
of about 2 as a comparison with heat transfer experiments showed (see § A - •*). 
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It turned out that this model adequately described the recovery behaviour recorded 
di.-ing the stability experiments. As expected, the calculated values of recovery 
eu "eut lay somewhat belov the measured ones. 

B - 3 Conclusion - Stability of the designed conductor 

The tests have defined conditions for a complete recovery in case of a 
local transition. They have shown quantitatively hov much energy can be safely 
dissipated inside the conductor. The results point out the great advantage of using 
superfluid helium for stabilizing superconductors, and help to improve our unders
tanding of the overall thermal behaviour of a real magnet. 

It seemed interesting to consider two situations which might be repre
sentative of the actual disturbance field in the Tore Supra toroidal coils : 
A localized heat input to an uncooled conductor section and a wide-spread distur
bance which excludes cooling by heat conduction along the superconductor. The second 
numerical model described above has been used to calculate the maximum admissible 
energy compatible with recovery, A transport current of 1>*00 A and an external 
field of 9T have been assumed : 

1. The maximum energy pulse which can be safely released adiabatically 
inside 8.5 mm of conductor (under a spacer) is 1.2 10 Jm . 

q _o 
2. The conductor recovers after a 1.U 10 Jm energy released uniformly 

inside the whole conductor length (one pancake is driven normal). 

It was concluded from the results obtained by experiment and by calcu
lation that the conductor and the cooling method envisaged for Tore Supra should 
ensure stable operation of the toroidal field magnet. 

As already stated the stability calculations did not yet take full account 
of the transient heat removal capability of He II. Based on recent progress in the 
interpretation of experimental results on transient heat transfer in He II 
(see § A - U) a new method has been proposed to assess the enhanced transient 
stability of He II cooled superconductors. It relates the maximum current densities 
to the disturbance energy, the configuration of cooling channels and the bath tempe
rature. 
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C. Time varying field losses in the superconducting filament composite 

C - 1 General 

Current distribution, magnetic instabilities and AC losses in supracon-

ductor composites have been extensively investigated by the group of CEN/Saclay/STIPE. 

Detailed informations are given in numerous publications (~20). These activities 

are still in prograss in an ongoing program on both theoretical and experimental 

study of losses in superconductors subjected to time varying field of any direction. 

It is the general way to calculate the losses due to each component of the field 

independently. This in usually correct as long as the conductor is of a normal 

metal. Moreover in a superconductor the critical state model does not hold when 

the geometry is mt simple (slab, or cylindrical model) and when the field is 

neither transverse nor parallel to the axis of the conductor. 

Nevertheless it seems reasonable in a first approach to define two criti

cal current densities, although in a twisted composite the angle between the filaments 

and the magnetic field changes periodically. These densities depend on the orienta

tion of the magnetic field. The axial current J c z is the density of the transport 

current and of the axial current induced by a transverse time varying field. 

The azimuchal current density Jet is the density of the current induced by 

the axial component of the field, ofcourse, these densities depend also on all 

the other components of "-.he field. This is supported by experimental results in 

fairly good agreeement with theory (1,2). 

Thus, losses are calculated in-dependently as a function of each 

component (transverse or parallel),but full account is taken for the actual local 

magnetic field magnitude and direction to define the critical current densities, 

the resistivities, the current distribution and the amount of saturation of the 

filament layers. 

Losses are given per field rise with a changing field of the kind 

B - ÛB (1-e **), per unit volume of conductor. The notation // and J. are defined 

with respect to the axis of the composite, or the main direction of the transport 

current. 
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Nomenclature 

2 2 A thickness of the slab equivalent to the round wire (A -tfR ) or 
here width of the compacted conductor. 

Af width of the compacted filame it bundle 
d diameter of a filament 

2 2 a half thickness «< the slab equivalent to a filament (4a 'ifd /if ) 
F twist pitch length 
R radius of the compoite before compaction 
Rf radius of the multifilament zone before compaction 
W thickness of the outer layer of saturated filaments. 
n filling factor of superconductor 

ijt filling factor of superconductor in the filament bundle 
Jc critical current density 
i ratio of the transport current to the critical current (i is a function 

of local values of the field B and the temperature T) 
O effective transvers resistivity of the matrix 
p resistivity of the copper 
ig time constant of the changing field 
Q time constant of the induced currents 
x ratio Ô/f . 

C - 2 Losses due to the transverse component of the varying field 
2 - a Hysteretic losses 

When the filaments are fully penetrated by the changing field, that is 
when BB. > 2 U J 6 a a-M-**) (1), the instantaneous loss power in a filament 
is proportional to B. 

The total hysteretic loss is equal to : 

2 - b Coupling current and eddy current losses 

A lot of publications have already been written on coupling current 
losses (see -or example 3,4,5). The coupling current between filaments results 
in a current flow across the matrix of the bundle as well as in the outer normal 
conducting sheath which surrounds the bundle. These coupling currents return 
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as supercurrents through the filaments of the outer layer of the bundle. The 

eddy currents flow parallel to the axis of the composite. Both effects give rise 

to "reacting" fields with the time constants RJ and %, respectively. 

»• *£(£*** £) (3) 

P. is the effective transverse resitivity inside the bundle 

/.if, ara the resistivities of the two surrounding shells (cupronickel 

and copper), a and n art coefficients function of their thickness and resistivities. 

They are given in the reference paper (6). 

*• klfj^YfW w 

• 9 
The power loss is proportional to B and the total energy loss is 

It can happen that the return currents saturate a significant number of layers 

of filaments giving rise to an extra hysteretic loss in this layer. The main 

effect is to little reduce the overall losses as long as the transport current 

remains smaller than 70 Z of critical. 

An experimental program has already shown the dependability of expresssion 

(5) as well for monolithic conductors (7) as for built up conductors (6). The 

role of the resistivity of the matrix, of the outer copper sheath, of saturated 

layers have been investigated. Results are within a 15 Z accuracy to the theoreti

cal expression. Besides, compacting around wire down to an aspect ratio of 2 

was supposed to reduce the losses by a factor of *"', provided the filaments to be 

relocated along ellipses with an aspect ratio of 2. In fact we observed only a 30 % 

reduction. Other"authors observed actually a reduction"of 4, but with a composite 

made of only one layer of filaments. 

C - 3 Losses due to the parallel component of the varying field 

3 - a Hysteretic losses 

* - 1 Role_of_agimutal_induçed-currents 

The parallel component Û E// induces in each filament circumferential 

currents with a critical density J . . In case of full penetration, the loss is 

equal to : 



V„ - f , 4.. "•.(<-/•#) 4»J\ 33 
(6) 

Little increase has recently been observed due to the presence of a 
transport current, increase likely related to the self field effect. 

a - 2 Bole of longitudinal induced currents 

In a misted superconducting composite,subjected to a parallel changing 
field, longitudinal currents are induced in the filaments so as to partially 
screen the field from the center of the composite. Full saturation of the 
bundle of filaments is attained «hen the field ia in excess of the value 

As far as tJB.. is lass RhanBs the lose is : 

The presence of a transport current probably increases the losses by 
the amount s 

V(# (s; 

(10) 

3 - b- E'ddy current losses 

The time constant of the induced currents is : 

3- c Mote on the interaction between the effects of the parallel and 

tranverse components 

The saturation of the outer layers by the currents induced by the 
parallel component UB.. probably reduce the coupling current losses together 
with an increase of hysteretic loss in the saturated layer Which can be 
estimated to» ^-«v^w 

02) 
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Likewise the saturation of the outer layers by the returning coupling 

currents, induced by the transverse components ABj,, increases the "effective"trana-

port current "seen" by the parallel component'that can give rise to an extra loss : 

C~4 Har« Supra specific requirements 

During normal operation (poloidal field sweep) the toroidal field coil 

is subjected typically to : 

L Zlf » 0.4 Ï 
A Be - 0.1 T with a time constant of 0.15 s. 

In ease of a plasma disruption, the conductor may be sujected to more 

severe conditions : 

A B// " 0.85 T at 180* where the field is at a mayiwim (9 T). 

and simultaneously A B , , • 0.65 T and aB, - 0.3 T at 150* . the time constant 

is limited by the casing at «bout 0.01 a. The losses must not, in any case 

and at any point of the eoiljincrease the temperature to a level where the 

current sharing to the copper can take place, producing an extra Joule heating. 

C--5 Tore Supra conductor 

High stability implies a large amount of copper whereas low losses 

can be obtained only in a small size conductor with little copper. Such a trade off 

emphasizes the interest of using the very good cooling properties of the 

pressurized superfluid helium. As a matter of fact, a ratio copper/superconductor 

of 2.5 is enough to ensure stability as well as the protection of the coil . 

in case of a general quenching, caused by a lack of coolant for instance. 

A mo-tolithic conductor i*. the reliable solution Co the mechanical rigidity 

requirements of the coil. It is made in a 'double stack" process. The NbTi filaments 

are first surrounded by 2u thick copper to secure a good bonding and to 

help stability, and then by a 2u. thick CuNi layer to reduce AC losses. The resul

ting bundle is surrounded by a copper shell and then drawn to size. A number of 

such bundle: (« 60) are restacked together, enclosed in the outer copper shell, 

before beiar drawn down to finished conductor. 
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As a result low losses are expected from the presence of cupronickel barriers, 

while a reasonable transverse therms1 conductivity is providedby the radial 

copper paths (see pictures) 

Some other considerations help to achieve the requirements : 

- À resistivity ratio of 70 for the copper is low enough to reduce the eddy 

current losses in the low region, without hindering the stability margin. 

- The conductor is of a rectangular shape with a 2.25 aspect ratio. It is wound 

in pancake on the narrow edge. 

- The copper is in direct contact with the coolant without insulation. 

The requirementsare satisfied when the three following conditions are 

fulfilled! 

a) the enthalpy of the superfluid helium adjacent to the conductor between 

1.8 K and 2.17 K is noticeably larger then the total losses inside the conductor 
£ 3 

This enthalpy is equal to 0.29 x 10 J/m of liquid. The loss stays in the range of 

S x 10 J/m of conductor. The conductor volume being only twice that of the 

helium, this condition is safely satisfied. 

b) At the time when the loss power is at a maximum the heat flux removed 

from the conductor to the coolant must not exceed the limit giving rise to film 
4 2 

boiling. The flux remains less than 10 w/m , value well below that limit. 

c) The maximum temperature in the conductor must remain smaller than the 

temperature for which current sharing takes place (A.2 K at 9 Teslas). For the 

maximum instantaneous power, the temperature calculated from the Kapitza resistance 

temperature jump,the radiafgradientT"and the longitudinal gradient under the spacer 

is less than 3. 9 K. 

C - 6 Further theoretical and experimental studies on the TORE SUPRA conductor 

A systematic work with prototype conductors delivered by four manu

facturers have been carried out. 

Calculations and experiments on the following items have been made. 

- Loss due to the transverse component of the changing field : 

. evaluation of the effective transverse resistivity (11). 

. optimization of the position of the bundle of filaments (12). 
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. loss in a composite of rectangular cross section in the inner 
filamentary bundle and the outer copper sheath (12,1>t,15). 

- Loss due to the parallel component of the changing field : 
. current distribution and losses in the f;laments of a twisted 
conductor (16,17,18). 

. Eddy current losses in the matrix [19). 
- In addition a computer code PLOSS has been developped. The instan

taneous loss power together with the local temperature of an uncooled length 
of conductor can be estimated, during an exponential field change of any direction. 

C.7 - Numerical evaluation of the energy losses for the TS conductor at two 
special locations in the torus 
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Fig. C-l : Global test of a 80 m-long TS conductor sample, on which are applied simultaneously pulsed/IB.. 
(rflT in 10-100 ms) fr™ coils (2) and A B J . (0.3 T in 10-100 ras) from coils (3) and (4). There is a background 
static magnetic field (9 T) from the outer main magnet. 
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C - 8 - Global test pf Tore Supra conductor 

Finally, a global test vas performed to shov the capability of 
the conductor with its proper cooling to suffer the most severe conditions of 
magnetic field variations, as foreseen for TS , without loosing superconductivity. 
On a sample of the TS selected conductor (80 m long) were applied a static 
transverse magnetic field B. { 9 TeslaB, a transport current I Q < lUOO A and 
two pulsed magnetic field components : oneM/j - 0.9 T parallel to the conductor 
lenght and the second oneJBj, « 1.3 T perpendicular to the smaller conductor 
width. The time variation of the e pulsed field components waa adjustable 
between 10 and 150 ms, the longe - time constant being representative of the plasma 
current rise and the shorter one of a major plasma current disruption in the TS 
Tokamak. 

This global test was considered as the only one truly representative of 
simultaneous conditions prevailing in the Tokamak, and able to provide quantitative 
limits. However, the problems to solve in designing such an experiment are rather 
difficult, mainly due to the following simultaneous conditions : 

- Seduced space : the device should be inserted inside the useful bore 
(0 s 300 mm) of the new TS test stand at 9 T and 1.8 EC. 

- Magnetic field variation : providing the wanted pulsed field components 
ÂB// andJB^ at their maximum design values over most of the conductor sample teBt 
length is difficult without appl~ing simultaneously large unwanted components 
transverse to the large conductor width or transverse to the biasing coils of 
the test stand. 

- Large electromechanical forces. 
- High voltage : required fast variations imply a few kV to ground and 

no possibility for complete insulati n of the driving pulsed field conductor, 
which must be efficiently cooled. 

The final design retains (Fig.ç-l):aU-Layers aselfic coil for the 
conductor sample, put inside a toroidal array of racetrack coils which provide 
the pulsedaB* ; two concentric coils, placed at the inside and outside bores of 
the torus, provide an axial puisad field, transverse to the conductor sample. The 
fast required time variations ara achieved through a fast discharge of these pulsed 
coils, after a slow current increase. 
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Magnetic field produced by the torus at the sample 
conductor.(1 = 400 A) Fig.c_2 



Magnetic field produced by the torus at the test stand coils 
Fig-C-3 ( 1=400 A) 
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8- a Main Component Cbaraetgi-iatiVa.. 

- Sample coil : it is an aselfic winding, made vith 2 double layers 
wound in opposite direction.Besides using 60 m length of the TS conductor, 

the winding is provided with the same cooling channels of pressurized He II, as 
foreseen for the TS coils.Changes in sample current during field pulses 
(due to the small remaining coupling) were avoided by putting a large induc~ 
tance in serial vith the cur.-vi supply. 

-KB/i coils •. they form a toroidal array of 13 racetrack coils. The 
torus is incomplete is order to reduce the toroidal magnetic field value at 
the sample coil connexions where the conductor has to turn hy 90° (the toroidal 
field is there perpendieular to the sample conductor). The full torus would have been 
made of l6 coils ; the actual one consists of 9 identical racetrack coils and 
two smaller coils on each side (respectively » 2/3 and 1/3 of the Ampereturns). 
These coils are wound with a pulsed conductor with similar characteristics as 
the TS conductor (identical Cu - Cu Hi - He Tj ratios), hut with a smaller 
cross section (2.35 z 1.7 urn2) and a smaller working current (UOO A). 

The magnetic field components produced on the sample conductor are given 
in Fig.C-2and on the test-stand coils in Pig. C-3. The magnetic energy stored in the 
torus at full current is 2.8 kJ (UOO A - 35 mH) ; at the highest dB/dt envis'iged 
value( the voltage to ground is l.k kV. 

Strong forces are applied to the racetrack coils (as in a Tokamak) due 
to 0.9 T toroidal field and 9 T vertical field (tilting moment). On each straight 
part of the racetrack a force tc 1 ton is applied ; at each circular extremity, 
the tilting force of % 1.5 tons results in a large torque on the mechanical support. 
Consequently this supportconsists in two stainless steel cylinders ; the smaller 
one is used as a mandrel for the sample coil, and the two cylinders are assembled 
with interlocking keys. The racetrack coils are wound in appropriate grooves 
previously machined in both cylinders as represented in Fig.C-1(see also pictures). 
Compressive prestressing of the racetrack straight parts is achieved by means 
of two cylinders put on both sides of the torus (in and out). 

-SBx coils : TheABji component is in the Z direction and must thus be 
produced by coils coaxial with the test stand coils. Hence these two families 
should be totally decoupled in order to produce a pulsed field by one of them. 
Two coils (named Be and Bg) located on both sides of the torus (in and out) will 
have currents flowing in opposite directions and be dimensionned, such that 
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their mutual inductances with the test-stand coils (B , B„, 8,, B, ) cancel 
exactly. Other requirements are : the driven magnetic field should he homogeneous 
at the sample coil (Fig.C-U),tue transverse magnetic field applied at the test-
. stand coils be localized where the torus leakage field is small in order to avoid 
cumulative effects (Fig.C-U),the maximum field values at B-, Bg conductor be 
acceptable. 

Due to similar pulse requirements, the conductor is identical to the 
one used in the toroidal array ; efficient cooling is provided by He II channels 
made vith spacers between conductor layers. 

The two coils are shown in Fig.C-1.B_i3 a two-layer coil, Bg has a central 
part with 10 layers and two extremities vith only h layers. The stored magnetic 
energy is U.8 kj at full current (50.5 mK, UOO A). 

8 - b Tests and Results 120) 

The set up including the conductor sample wound as a 4-layer non induc
tive coil, the toroidal coils providing the pulsed field AB, and the pair of concen
tric coils providing the pulsed field ABj. was implemented in the bore of the back
ground coil during June 1980. The self inductances of the pulsed coils are 21.9 and 
59.U mH respectively. The magnetic field change is obtained after charging the 
coils at a maximum current (UOO A) and by clamping the current in an appropriate 
resistor thanks to an SCR circuit breaker. The voltage on the pair of coils and on 
the SCR must not exceed 2U00 V, which prevents us to operate with a time constant 
smaller than 10 ms in this circuit. However, a time constant as low as 5.5 ms is 
obtained in the toroidal coil circuit. 

In such conditions the time constant for the field in the vicinity of the 
sample is increased to 0 ms because of the eddy currents in the stainless steel 
mandrel. At first, the operating conditions are adjusted to be representative of 
the field variations expected during a plasma disruption (actually these values 
are conservative by a factor of two on the time constant and on the transverse 
component) : 

The conductor used for this test is manufactured by VACUUM SCHMELZE. It has 
a critical current of lU00 A at 9 T and k.2 K when the field is parallel to the 
wide face of the conductor. 

http://Fig.C-1.B_i3
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Critical current versus magnetic field for different 
temperatures - quench conditions (see text). 
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- Background field 9 Teslas 
- current in the sample 1UOO A 
- AB n » 0.65 T and ABJ. * 0.3 T, simultaneously with T * 10 as. 

Ko transitions to the normal state can be recorded. Then, the current 
in the sample, the background field and the amplitude of the component A3 g are 
increased,whereas the time constant of ABj is reduced to 8 ms. 

The conditions for which a transition to the normal is observed, are 
revealing of the temperature reached by the conductor during tte pulse, behind 
the spacers. To make that point clearer, ve have indicated in Fig.C-5 the tempera
ture for vhic a given current is critical in a given field. 

Two series of experiment» are performed, corresponding to the cases 
where ABn £s pulsed alone, and to the case where both fields ABn u l ^ AB-t a r e 

pulsed at the same time. 

For che conditions ABn * 0.9? *? c» • ? ms, and 

AB11 • 0.95 T, T« • 8 ms with ABj. » 0.3 T, Tj. » 10 os, 

transitions can be obtained for a couple bacl-ground field - current in the sample. 
The corresponding pointb are plotted in Fig.0-5. It can be noticed that they all lay 
along the 3.6 S-liae, which indicates that the temperature behind the spacers 
becomes in excess of this value during the pulse. 

Actually, in our calculations this temperature is reached in a 9 Teslas 
field with 20t0 A in the conductor when ABn =» 0.75 Tesla, .uereas the measured 
value is 0.95 Teslas. We must say that the thermal conductivity of the copper as 
veil as the K&pitza resistance used in the calculations for the design of the 
conductor axe of course the most conservative to our knowledge. 

a 
Incr rasing the thermal conductivity by 20 % CK(B) » 2.h x 10 1/J (B)), 

leads to AB|( = 0.8 Teala. Likewise, using the value given for the "sample ?" 
in U-B-?, the .«'wj^trt AB,. con bo 0.8T Teala. 
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The results point out the interest of using a specially designed conductor 
for lov loss and lov internal thermal gradient in order to take full advantage 
of the very good cooling properties of He II. They make us confident in the behaviour 
of the cho sen conductor in the drastic conditions imposed in the tokamak. 
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5 - Development and tests more specific to Tore Supra design 
A - Collaboration with industry 
A - 1 - .TS Superconductor fabrication 

Characteristics of the conductor, designed for TS» were mainly chosen 
after careful consideration», of balance between different, sometimes conflicting, 
requirements. The composite configuration (aspect ratio, cupronickel barrier, 
ratio of Cu/HbTi) was retained mainly after stability analysis (see chapter 4-C). 
Its crois-oectional area was the result of a compromise between .ie wishes on 
one hand to decrease as ouch a* possible its temperature increase whan submitted 
to fast varying fields, '..a. snail size, and on the other hand to get a 
monolithic conductor able to be wound into a very strong mechanical coil, 
i.e. large size. 

Of course, collaboration with different conductor manufacturers was 
decisive to arrive at final specifications. Although such a superconductor did 
not require.a special R ,Jid D programme and relied on a well experienced 

2 technology, we felt that because of its large size (14 mo cross-section and 
700 m unit length) and the unusual requirements at high magnetic field, it was 
worthwhile to ask future eventual manufacturers to deliver at least one unit 
length. Five firms were contacted for this purpose : three inside the European 
Community, IM'I (GB), VAC (EPA) and Alsthom-Atlantique (F), two outside, 
Furukawa (Jap.) and Airco(DSA). 

Conductors, from these producers, were used to wind the model coil 
(less than two unit lengths! and the high field coils (two unit lengths) for 
the 9T test stand ; thus, their properties are fully tested under high magnetic 
field and mechanical stresses. 

A quite comprehensive program of controls is engaged to fully qualify 
each length of conductor. The main items that ara considered as the most important 
are residual resistivity ratio and critical current, homogeneity of the amounts 
of Hiobium-Titane and copper, tolerances on dimensions, mechanical integrity of 
the monolith (that is : no debonding, no cracks, no inclusions). 

Prototype conductors have been delivered by the four manufacturers. The 
tests carried out so far show their ability to achieve the critical current (they 
all are between lUOO and 1800 A at 9 teslas, b.2 K), the resistivity ratio and the 
dimensions and the homogeneity. A comparison between the manufacturing methods and 
local environment in each factory point out that a special attention paid on clean
liness during fabrication leads to a conductor with only a few unharr.ful surface 
and inner defects. 
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ft - 2 - Model coil fabrication 

It is certainly true that great care in fabrication and a good 

quality control are at premium when considering requirements for reliable 

and ultimate performances of a superconducting magnet. It was thus concluded 

that only an industrial fabrication(using the same methods and means, as those 

which would be employed in the eventual fabrication of the whole TS magnet) 

must be envisaged to produce a prototype coil/ the test of which could 

actually qualify the proposed design and technology. 

In order to test the prototype coil inside an existing solenoid 

(see chapter 5.C), its scale has to be reduced to about half size of the 

final TS magnet coils. Nevertheless, all manufacturing methods and tooling 

have been defined and worked out, having in mind the requirements from the 

final size and number of coils to be fabricated inside a reasonable time scale. 

*' î!£âSi-S2i—~££EiE£i22 
2 

As shown in Fig.A-1,the small sized conductor (2.5 x 5.6 mm ) is 

wound In the narrow plane to form pancakes ; spacers define the cooling channels 

between them and let the liquid helium wet 75 % of the conductor large face. 

The outer turns of adjacent pancakes are soldered together, and the winding 

is enclosed in a thin walled, electrically insulated box, which contains the 

superfluid helium, ft strong stainless-steel casing is put over and welded i 

it is separately cooled at 4.5 K through special pipes, and hence thermally 

insulated from the 1.8 K box ; however, this casing should restrain a large 

fraction ( 2£75 %) of all the electromagnetic forces applied on the coil and 

put, after cooling down, the whole winding under compression. 

b) Manufacturing methods 

The conflicting requirements to build with a small size conductor 

a mechanically strong winding, acting as far as possible as a solid body, but 

to enable however a large amount of superfluid helium to get in close contact 

with the conductor, are most suitably met by a kind of bee nest structure. 

However, if such a structure can be easily achieved by Impregnation with an 

epoxy resin, the film thus deposited on the conductor cancels completely the 

good heat transfer properties to the superf luid helium. Instead, a solution 

using extensively epoxy-resln prelmpregnated ribbon has been worked out. 
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Figure A-1. SKETCH OF THE TOROIDAL FIELD COIL 
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The pancake winding is carried out on a special rig, outfitted with 
a series of conical rollan» which apply and maintain the winding agai..-t a 
flange. A 0.3 am thick preimpregnated ribbon Is laid between turns to injure 
electrical insulation and turn to turn bonding. 

Wj» the fixât pancake is coapleted, a geometrical array of insulated 
titanium spacers is aat up and the second pancake wound on tham instead of the 
previous flange. Again, the spacers are bond to the conductor planes by pre-
jjapragnatad ribbon. The doubla pancake la then polymerised Inside the rig 
used for winding/ in an oven under controlled atmosphere. As a consequence, 
the tolerance between différant pancakes must not exceed 0.1 mm, which is 
inside the crushing capability of a preinpregnated tape. 

The final ass—My of all the double pancakes is completed on a 
dedicated rig, using again spacers as previously. Polymerisation of the whole 
coil and soldering of connexions between adjacent pancakes is achieved 
simultaneously in one heating cycle. 

Then, radial struts, made of a high glass content epoxy composite 
cured under high pressure, are evenly distributed on the inside and outside 
coil bores. A 0.3 am thick tape is again put in between to compensate 
small differences, which have not exceeded 0.2 mm. 

Finally ground Insulation, made with nested shells, is set up 
inside the previous assembly rig, and electrical tests performed. Welding 
of the thin casing is made without problem (the temperature of ground 
insulation was checked not to risk above 100*C). A careful test of tightness 
is then completed i In order to Increase possible hidden cracks in the welding, 
the vessel is pressurized by cycling between 0 and 25 bars. Afterwards, the 
thermal insulation made with alumina-polyimid chocks, is evenly distributed on 
the casing surface. 

The manufacture of the thick SS casing has been mainly concerned 
by the cooling channels and by the deep welding. As regards this last problem, 
two main requirements had to be satisfied > temperature lower than 150°C on 
the alumina-polyimid chocks and after welding deformations within 0.2 mm. 
Two welding processes have been carried out on two casings s electron beam and 
electric arc with coated electrodes. They show only small differences between 
them for a 20 mm weld, and both satisfy the requirements I electron beam 
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Fig. B.I- TENSILE DIAGRAM OF THE SUPERCONDUCTOR (300K) 
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welding was retained, looking stronger and more promising for deeper welds. 
Indeed, for the full size coil, it will be necessary to increase the thickness 
of the outer ring of the casing, in order to improve its bending stiffness and 
thus to let the shear stresses between pancakes inside safe limits. 

The model coil which was manufactured in collaboration with 
Alsthorn-Atlantique, Belfort, has not been delivered in time. The thin casing has 
been put over the windings, and successfully leak tested by the end of July 1979. 
An error during the final machining of the thick casing has postponed the final 
completion, which was' further delayed until Deuember 19T9 by a two-mouths strike. 

B - But» at coil components 

Mechanical and thermal tests have been performed, at room and cryogenic 
teavacwtures, es samples of materials used in the coil fabrication, as well as 
cm p«*t«r» eoafigurations of the winding structure. 

These characteristics have been determined from samples of different 
iiaaasioms and many tests made under tensile, compressive and bending loads. 
All coil •Kferials have been separately tested : superconductor, insulating tapes, 
coppoMM iMulating chocks (glass epoxy and alumina polyimid). Table I summarizes 
the milita. 

In order to assess the actual behaviour of the very anisotropic coil 
structure, mechanical tests were made on samples in the form of stacks of straight 
copper bars banded Witt an insulating tape and including spacers. These tests were 
finally completed on polymerized stacks of circular double pancakes, made according 
to the fabrication process used for the superconducting model coil. 

1 - Characteristics of materials 

Samples in the form of small bars and cylinders were used for the measu
rements and the tests performed on an Instron machine for tensile loading ; 
an hydraulic jack supported by a window frame was used for the compressive and 
bending tests. 
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a) Superconductor : 

Fig. B,1 shows a diagram relative to a tensile test of a 5.6 mm 2.5 mm 
superconductor. Mean values of Young's modulus, yield strength and ultimate tensile 
strength were obtained from different samples delivered by two industrial firms. 
The results are reported in table I for 300 K and 80 K as well as the thermal 
contraction from 300 K to k K along the conductor (») and in the transverse 
direction (i.). 

b) Thermal insulating chocks : 

Some developments were needed to obtain unusual characteristics for 
insulating chocks located between the thin an thick casing. They are reported in 
(1) and the composition finally retained, according to a good balance between low 
thermal conductivity from 2 K to 10 K and high compressive strength,is a compound 
of alumina powder and polyimid with respectively 65 t and 33 % in component w;igth. 
The results of measurements from 2 K to 300 K snow the variation of thermal conduc
tivity for two different densities of the final product (fig. S.2). 
Thermal conductivity of 90 m2 samples submitted to mechanical constraints up to 
33 MPa vas measured at 5 K and 78 K. These values were found the same as those 
previously measured for constraint-free samples C2). 

Typical results for compressive loading performed on pieces coming from 
industrial series production are given in fig. B.3 and the mean values obtained 
from different samples reported in table I. Theses samples exhibit a mean value 
of thermal conductivity at 2 K and U.2 K respectively equal to 2.5 x 10 and 
T.10 W.m K , as well as a thermal contraction of It.3 x 10 from 300 K to h.2 K. 
The density of the samples was 2.3. The same mean value for bending and compre= .-.'e 
modulus (13 GPa) obtained at 300 K indicates a good homogeneity of the compound, 
and the ultimate compressive strength observed at k,2 K (5^0 MPa) corresponds to 
the needed high mechanical strength. 

c) Glass epoxv_chocks 

The glass epoxy chocks located between the winding and the thin casing 
must also exhibit comparable mechanical properties and a thermal contraction as 
low as possible to keep the winding under compression in the thick casing at low 
temperature. Some developments in order to obtain both high mechanical strength 
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and lov thermal contraction (near the stainless-Bteel one) have been made on 
glass epoxy compound (3). In fig. B.l» are reported the integral thermal contraction 
of samples (specially elaborated or commercialy available) with different glass 
contents in the density range 1.8 to 2.2 ; and along two orthogonal directions 
parallel and normal to the cross ply layers. 

Values of the ultimate compressive strength and Young's modulus for 
glass epoxy samples of different densities ire also given fig. B.5 and 6 with load 
parallel and normal to the cross ply layers. 

The material finally retained for the chocks has a density of 2.1. 
Its main average characteristics are reported in table I. Fig. B.3 shows a compres
sion test ; in addition, it is found that the bending moduluB at 300 K is 23.5 GP& 
and the ultimate shear strength 50 MPa. 

_o 
The thermal contractions from 300 K to U.2 K are respectively 3.5 x 10 

and 1.65 x 10 in the two orthogonal directions A. and II to the cross ply layers ; 
a relative fluctuation of density of 1 % induced 10 t variation of the thermal 
contraction. 

2 - Mechanical behaviour of structural coil samples 

The coil winding is a very anisotropic system, in which bonding between 
components plays an essential role. As mentionned in description of the manufac
turing processes, this bonding is achieved by epoxy preimpregnated tape, introduced 
before curing between two clean metallic surfaces. A measure of bonding efficiency 
relies in the ultimate shear stress value ; its depends on how well the surface 
becomes wetted by epoxy, and thus on pressure during curing. Fig. B.T and E.8 
show results fro^ • '-'«..'age test. Besides ultimate strength, it is important for 
coil design and s--..- ^dleulation to know the elastic properties of the structural 
pattern used inside winding. Young's moduli in the three principal directions 
(ll andxto the conductor) can be calculated from components properties with a good 
approximation. On the contrary, the shear moduli have to be measured : it is almost 
a property of the bonding interfaces. 
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For this last purpose, small straight mock-up of vinding samples were 

fabricated using full scale basic components, such as conductor, spacers and 
preimpregnated ribbons, and the same manufacturing methods as for the full size 
vinding. Fig. B..9 shovs values obtained from tests carried out on these small 
mock-up. The honeycomb - like structure of the winding has been tested mainly in the 
following two conditions with forces applied always normally to the conductor : 
inside a pancake plane (radial forces), transverse to a pancake. In both cases, 
compression tests have been carried out on a separate small mock up because the test 
bed vas limited to SO kN. The bending tests were achieved by loading at mid span 
model beams supported on two free bearings. Measurements of beam deflection were 
analyzed through combined effects of bending and shear. For thick beams shear can 
be the most important parameter and the more so when the shear modulus is low. 

3 - Electrical connexions between pancakes 

They have required a large development work. The main difficulty proceeds 
frost the wish to carry out soldering-at once of all connexions simultaneously, vben 
the complete coil is heated in oven for curing. Copper cleaning process, thickness 
of solder alloy, atmospheric composition, pressure applied on cornexions have played 
major roles. This operation has bees repeated successfully several times before 
undertaking the final coil assembly. 

U - Breakdown tests of coil header and leads 

Full size models have been tested at room temperature in helium gas. 
- no breakdown occurs up to 3 kV inside headers for pressure as lov 

as 0.5 bar. 
- breakdown between adjacent pancakes occurs when, between 9 series 

connected pancakes, are applied : 
. 3 kV at 1 bar 
. 3.5 kV at 2 bars 
. k kV at 3 bars. 
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C - Model coil testing 

Three main objectives are assigned to this experiment, which is 
thought to be truly representative of many conditions prevailing during 
operation of the full torus : test of the cryogenic system, simulation of 
quench conditions, effect of mechanical stresses on operation of the 
superconducting winding. 

C - 1 - Objectives 

a) Cryogenic system 

It is for the model coil very similar to what is designed for 
each coil of the full torus. & global test will thus qualify at once 
the whole technology involved with pressurized superfluid helium. The 
same operations have to be 'realized t cooling down, filling up of the 
coil with He II, thermal regulation and pressure control, connexion of 
the current leads and measuring wires from 1.8 K to 300 K, ... 

b) Quench conditions 

Stability conditions for conductor operation have been studied 
with special small coils (see chapter 4.B)> the model coil test will 
permit to follow propagation of the normal zone in the actual geometry. 
Information about power dissipated inside the winding, helium pressure 
and evacuation, maximum temperature in the coil,will allow to determine 
the safety conditions, and the best suited protection method. 

c) Effect of mechanical stresses 

Energy released by friction ox stress relaxation is often retained 
in design criteria of superconducting coils. Thus stresses, as high as those 
expected during operation of the full torus, will be applied to the model 
coil : tensile stresses, but even more important shear stresses. Ability of 
the coil technology to sustain them will be assessed and eventual energy 
release evaluated. 
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C - 2 - Experimental arrangement 

A single coil does not permit to reach operational characteristics 
of the full torus, such as magnetic field value, stored energy per unit 
conductor volume, stresses in the winding. The retained arrangement allow 
to come close to the real values for these parameters. 

Fig. C.l shows a general view of the experiment. The main components 
are enclosed In a 1.S m boro cryostat : the model coll is horizontal 
(supsrfluid helium cooling is insensitive to gravity). Fig. C-2. shows the 
coil cryogenic system in the central part of the cryostat : the pressurized 
superfluid helium is cooled through a heat exchanger by evaporation of 
liquid helium introduced through an expansion valve and pumped by two 
rotary-pumps(10 torr). A long pipe (7m) simulates geometrical conditions 
prevailing in the complete torus. Helium temperature will be varied between 
1.8 K and 2.1 K, and thus cooling properties changed ; unsaturated helium 
pressure can be pushed up from 1 to 3 bars, before a quench is initiated 
and coil pressure monitoring can actuate a safety valve (large aperture, 
but low conduct!;n losses between Helium I and II). 

m e modal coil is located in the middle plane of the available 
BIM magnet. A biasing field of 4 S can thus be added to the self field of 
the coil (2.4 T)< in these conditions, the tensile stresses prevailing in 
the torus can be reached, even if the maximum field value is not as high. 
Shear stresses between coil turns, existing in the full torus, will be 
simulated by an hydraulic jack applying 100 tons along a coil diameter. 
This jack works with helium at S K and a pressure up to 60 bars, introduced 
into a small volume one corrugation bellow (1st picture). 

Expérimental conditions allow to approach the behaviour of a full 
scale toroidal field coil during a quench < to be representative, 1.5 MJ 
should be dissipated inside the model coil. This value can be obtained, 
when discharging in series the model coil and the large BIM magnet (10 MJ); 
a quench is started inside the coil with a small heater, values of current 
and discharge resistance control the amount of energy released inside the 
model coil. 
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Besides three internal heaters, the number of measurements inside the 
coil windings reduces to three voltage taps and one temperature. Strain e id 
capacitive displacement transducers are placed on the casing outside surface ; 
helium temperature and pressure are continuously inc. itored. 

In advance, the cryogenic system has been fully tested at 1.8 K with 
no problem at all ; the hydraulic jack has worked at low temperature on a coil 
mock-up ; the BIM magnet, put into a new dewar, was tested again. 2nd and 3rd 
photographs give a general view of the experiment. 

C - 3 - Main results 

Results are given for three different subjects : open .ion of the He II 
system, stability of the conductor and quench conditions (1). 

Operation of the He II system 

The refrigerating circuit, of the Joule Thomson vpe, is equipped with 
two roughing pumps, 200 m /h each. 

The refrigerating capacity available at the e aporator, where the 
saturated liquid helium boils at a pressure between K and 20 torrs, can reach 
8 W at 2.16 K eaa I 'J at 1.8 K. In fact, this refrigerating capacity is a direct 
function of the helium flowrate which can be adjusted by an expansion needle valve. 
For a given flow rate, the temperature of the bath can be further adjusted by 
applying heat to the He II bath by means of an electronic temperature controller. 

The filling of the model coil circuit <ith 14 liters of helium, then its 
cooling to below 4.2 K do not set any particular problem. To cool from 4.2 K to 
2.16 K, 1?.( kJ must be removed. With a flowrate of 3100 1/h NTP in the refrige
rating circuit, giving useful powers of 3 K f- 4.2 K and approximative^ 1.7 W 
at 2. i (• K, the time required is 90 minutes. Pooling t:om 2.16 K to 1.8 EC corres
ponds to an energy of 3.S kJ and,with the s?je flowrate of 3100 1/h,the time 
required is about 30 minutes. 
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Filling was accomplished in spite of the geometry of the circuit which 
purposely comprises high and lov points and a liquid feed line that does not run 
directly through the cold source. A wide choice of cryostat geometries is possible 
due to the use of superfluid helium. 

By operating at constant temperature, heat losses of the helium II circuit 
can he evaluated. For instance, for a temperature of the bath of 1.81» K obtained 
with a pump flowrate of 2.2k m /h HTP, corresponding to a power of 2.2 W, the 
controller dissipates a power of 0.9 W. The heat losses under these conditions are 
evaluated at i.U w. The predominant term, evaluated at 0.6 W, is due to the conduc
tion of the insulating spacers between 1.8 K and k.2 K. Other losses are mainly 
due to : the measurement vires on the 1.8 K circuit, in particular the coaxial 
wires for the pressure measurements , the sealed feed throughs for the current 
supply lines and thermal leakage at the safety valve. 

For a full scale coil, the losses due to conduction of the spacers will 
be increased tenfold, whereas the other losses will be unchanged. 

The experimental conditions (temperature and pressure) can be chosen 
independently in the temperature range 1.8 K to 2.là K and pressure range from 
0.1 to 0.3 MPa. 

The temperature controller which holds the temperature at a constant 
value can be used with advantage to measure losses in the coil. Heat is diffused 
in the superfluid helium sufficiently rapidly so that any heat released anywhere 
in the bath résulte in a variation of the heating level controlled by the temperature 
controller. Fig. C-3 shows e recording of the heating power and of the current 
in the coil as a function of time. The heat released on energizing or discharging 
the coii can be measured by integration of the signal from the temperature controller. 
For the geometry considered the sensivity of the measurement is 2 J (for a minimum 
power of 0.5 H), while the maximum permissible energy is some 2 kJ. 

Stability of the conductor 

The experiment describes in chapter it-B on the stability of the conductor 
is realized en the model coil. A small heater Ct x T mm ) deposits a known quantity 
of energy into the coil, and recover current is determined as a function of 
magnetic field. Fig. C-k shows results obtained with the model coil; besides these 
points, results of previous experiments wi^h small test solenoids are plotted. 



Fig. C-6 Joule, thermal and exchanged energies during 
the quench, (per double pancake) 
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These experimental results as well as measured time scales and normal 
zone lengths can be recovered from a one dimensional numerical model making use 
of the heat transfer properties of superfluid helium. 

A set of experiments have been performed to control the stability of the 
conductor under mechanical stresses. In these tests the maximal value of the magnetic 
field was 5.8 T and the force applied to the coil by the hydraulic jack 1 MN 
providing tensile stress inside the conductor and shear stress of 10 MPa across 
the epoxy resin bonding. For these conditions representative of those appearing 
inside the full toroidal magnet,no transition appears in the coil and no detectable 
voltage vas observed between the external ?"il connections at any time. Eventual 
anelastic losses could have been measured with previously described calorimetric 
method ; if any, they were always Bmaller than sensitivity limit of the apparatus. 

In conclusion, the experimental and theoretical studies show that the 
conductor design and the cooling method envisaged for "Tore Supra" should insure 
stable working conditions for the toroidal field magnet. 

Quench conditions 

For this purpose the "BIM" polarizing magnet and the model coil are series 
connected ; with 1200 A, according to Fig.C-5,coil transition can be initiated by 
the 2-J pulse heat if the-bath Lemperature is closed to TA. Along time, three phases 
of propagation of the normal zone can be observed : first along the conductor 
starting from the heated zone, with a very low velocity (0.2 m/s), then across the 
turns of the same pancake, followed by transition from pancake to pancake. 

Fig. C-5a shows current versus time for the experiment described. 
The transition is initiated at t = 0. The pressure in the Helium II circuit is 
plotted on the same figure, it rises quickly inside the closed system during the 
transition development and decrease after opening of the safety valve. 

Fig. C-5b gives the power dissipated insiue different double pancakes 
versus time. The bump on these curves correspond to the valve opening ; expansion 
momentarily lowers the temperature. It is important to notice that the bottom four 
double pancakes never quench, heat transfer by convection from hotter parts 
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vertically downwards being insufficient. However, the situation will be quite 

different in the torus where the coils are vercical : propagation will induce 

transition of tha whole coil. Daring this test, 167 kJ were dissipated inside the 

coil, the average temperature reached inside the different heated pancakes 

varies from !*5 K to 60 K, which correspond to 77 kJ enthalpy, approximately 

half of the dissipated energy. 

The energy balance during the process can be written : 

jsiht-vj cdT - E e x o h a Q g e d 

o o 

The first term refers to the Joule energy dissipated inside the conductor ;the 

second to the energy needed to heat the conductor and spacers. The difference is 

the energy exchanged with helium. 

Fig. C-6 shows these three quantities versus time. The exchange 

is Been to be zero.after about 10 s. From this time an adiabatic ' -ating of the 

conductor occurs. For each double pancake the power exchanged wit., helium is about 

2.5 ktf and varies little through-out the process. 

Conclusions 

Operation of this aodel coil has been found highly stable. The coil design 

and the retained manufacturing methods have proved a mechanical strength good 

enough to support the prevailing stresses in a reversible manner : no training was 

observed. More, coil transition can be induced by a local heater only when the 

superfluid helium temperature was quite close to TX. 

The cryogenic system has operated reliably, and can be enlarged to meet 

the full toroidal magnet requirements without new problems to be expected. Thus, 

the fabrication of the superconducting toroidal field coils for "Tore Supra" can 

be undertaken on the present design without further development works. 

Référence : 
(1) R. AYMAR et al - Test of a model coil of TORE SUPRA Applied Superconductivity 

Conf. Santa FÊ 1980. IEEE Trans. Mag.17, 38 (1981). 
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O - Teat stand (9 T - l.B K - 300 nm bore) 

Experimental atudiaa on superconductor composites naad volumes 
at low temperature» (4.2 K - 1.8 K), within a bias magnetic flald as large 
as possible. For tha Tore Supra test programme, a uev test-stand «as felt 
nacassary. 

We took this opportunity to apply tha new technology of suparfluld 
helium at a much larger acala than previously dona i moreover, if the high 
field coils ware wound with tha conductor deaigned for Tore Supra, associated 
with its proper Be II cooling channels, the test-stand operation will bo 
a convincing qualifying test at high field. As the envisaged test stand 
was already a fairly large realization. Tore Supra «ill eventually benefit 
from efforts made simultaneous - in design, fabrication, instrumentation 
and control monitoring, without forgetting the necessary training of 
skilled people. 

The longer-term goal Jor this test stand was to provide a DC 
biasing field of at least 9 T, a varying field of 0.4 T with time constant 
of 10 ms, and to allow measurements to be done inside an anticryostat at 
variable temperatures from 1.8 K up to 300 K. The test stand will be 
dedicated mainly to : 

. superconductor short sample measurement of critical currents, 
, stability studies on small coils, 
. time varying field losses inside composites or cables. 
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D - 1 - Experimental arrangement 

a) Magnet > It is built «1th a set of colls (1) (Fig. D-1). The two 
inner coils are wound with two unit lengths (2 x 600 m) of the conductor 
designed for Tare Supra produced by two different manufacturers. The cooling 
channels are 1.8 mm wide and made by glass fiber epoxy strips allowing 
So % of the bore conductor surface to be wet by K II. These two coils 
provide 22 t of the background field. 

Two other concentric colls provide 78 % ; they are wound with 
a more conventional conductor, insulated with formvar. Ho cooling channels are 
provided, they ca.. work at 4.2 K or 1.8 K and the coils are quite compact : an 
outside diameter of 700 mm is associated with a useful bore at " T of 338 mm. 
(see picture) 

Prestress of conductor during winding, and of outside bandage permits 
to keep the final stresses evenly distributed. 

b) Cryostat : It is shown in Fig. D-1-rA and pictures, and described in (2).The 
helium bath is divided into parts separated by a thick fiber-glass epoxy plate : 
superfluid helium under, and normal helium above, the temperature increasing 
from T\ to 4.2 K when moving upwards from the pla';e surface. 

Two valves are mounted across the insulating plate : a small one 
under control, opening at low pressure (50 g), and a safety valve, opening 
at 3 bars. The He II bath is cooled through an exchanger with evaporation of 
liquid helium around 10 torr. Host of the cryostat consumption is at 4.2 K 
(current leads). 

The cryostat operation is highly automatised : control monitoring 
and regulation are managed by a microcomputer. 

Another cryostat may be inserted inside the inner coils (Fig. D-1-B) 
the innermost cylinder (280 mm useful bore) can be removed when cold or 
replaced when hot, without disturbing the magnet bath. The operational 
temperature can be changed again from l.B V to 4.2 K with an indépendant 
cryogenic system. A similar cryostat, but realized with insulating materials, 
has been fabricated : it will permit the use of calorimetric methods,when studying 
losses inside superconductors submitted to varying magnetic fields (Fig. D-1-C). 
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The main difficulty was to realize a cryostat wall which has a very 
low coefficient of permeability to He. Preliminary tests permitted to define the 
wall thickness and the fabrication process. Permeability coefficients were found to be 
in the 10 - 10 cm2 atm s range (3), so that they made possible to 

-7 maintain the pressure in the cryostat ̂  10 torr only by using active carbon. 

D - 2 - Operation 
. 3 days are needed to cool down the magnet («1500 kG) from 

300 K to U.2 K, plus half a day to reach 1.8 K. The 1260 A nominal current, giving 
9 T in the central bore and 9.15 T peak field on the TS conductor was obtained 
at once without training. A first test at lUOO A (10 T average, and 10.5 T peak) 
leads to a quench inside the outer coils ; a second test, with 1350 A in these 
coils, show safe operation with 1530 A in the T2S conductor (power supply limit), 
10.7 T peak field and tensile stress of 150 MPa (to compare with maximum conditions 
in the full torus : lUOO A - 9 T - 70 MPa). 

This new-test stand, one of the world largest, has been put into operation 
without difficulties. Besides qualifying the TS conductor at high field, it shows 
some of the potentialities of He II cooling (no quonch inside the inner coils), 
the feasibility of a large superfluid helium bath, its easy control and its safety : 
3 quenches with a stored energy of about 6 MJ have accursed, 1.7 MJ have been 
released inside the superfluid, 16 hours afterwards the bath was ready again at 1.7 K. 
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